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Introduction

Dear Honourable Commander in Chief of Federation for Earth Operations Swaruu:

Thank you for taking this urgently written Appeal from a Decision of the Commander in Chief of Federation for Earth Operations [hereinafter "the Commander in Chief"], which we heard for the first time yesterday, on Thursday September 19, 2019, from Dale Harder, Taygetan Pleiadian and one of the Crew of (ship, yet undisclosed) under command of CC Swaruu, and mutual friend, during his Skype meeting with me.

This Appeal of Decision is not an exercise of my Right to agree or disagree. Rather it is an appeal under natural law, Universal law, galactic law, and Earth international law of the content of a recent decision and Policy announcement of the Commander in Chief and a request that she reconsider and choose a different policy future with regard to planet Earth, Sol Solar System.

This appeal is formally made to be heard sometime after my scheduled first formal audience with the Commander in Chief on Sunday September 22, 2019 at 11:00am Eastern Daylight time, such time to be determined at the discretion of the Commander in Chief.

Substance of Appeal and Request for Policy Reconsideration

If my notes and imperfect memory serve me correctly, Taygetan Pleiadian and one of the Crew of (ship, yet undisclosed) under command of CC Swaruu, and our mutual friend, Dale Harder informed me during our Skype meeting yesterday that the Commander in Chief had recently announced a new policy for Earth Operations of the Federation:
1. The Prime Directive requires that Earth Humanity is to be treated as whole, regardless of the operation and covert malicious effect on Earth Humanity of:

A. Secret treaties between the Draco reptilians, Orion Greys, and Anunnaki Reptilians and Human governments, including (a) 1933 Treaty USA [Roosevelt]; (b) 1936 Treaty Germany [Hitler]; (c) 1948 Treaty USA [Truman]; (d) 1954 Greada Treaty [Eisenhower]; (e) 1989-93 Tau9 Treaty [GHW Bush I] that created a planetary, solar system, and Galactic Earth human pedocriminal and slave trade implemented by Earth governments and elites operating under the existing secret Treaty infrastructure.

**Basis of Appeal:** As a matter of natural law, Universal law, galactic law, Earth international law, and United States of America constitutional law, the secret treaties with the manipulatory extraterrestrials can be abrogated unilaterally by the Executive, the U.S. President:

1. **ABROGATE 1954 GREADA TREATY** and all secret Treaties with the Draco reptilians, Orion Greys, and Anunnaki Reptilians and Human governments
   This petition will be delivered to:
   U.S. President Donald J. Trump
   Sign Petition to Abrogate 1954 Greada Treaty:

2. The Great granddaughter of US President Dwight Eisenhower has pledged to walk this Petition to Abrogate the secret Treaties into the Oval Office of the US President at the White House and formally request that he/She sign the Abrogation orders [in the event of a future female US President and/or female German and/or world Earth leader.]

"Laura Eisenhower: Dissolving the Draco-Anunnaki Reptilian & Orion Grey Matrix by Letting go of the Negative Reptilian DNA and Brain-Portal
NEWSINSIDEOUT ARTICLE - Sign Petition to Abrogate 1954 Greada Treaty
INTERVIEW WITH Alfred Lambremont Webre
WATCH ON ExopoliticsTV [You Tube]
https://youtu.be/_LfBRJE3NCk
WATCH ON Omniverse TV [Streaming]: https://gum.co/eFSss

Policy Appeal Requested:

We formally request the urgent top priority Federation Earth Operations assistance within Prime Directive constraints to support we Earth Humanity Federation aspiring representatives to accomplish the above objective of Abrogating and Terminating all secret Treaties between Earth governments and elite groups and the Draco reptilians, Orion Greys, and Anunnaki Reptilians, and other manipulatory entities including inorganic sentient AI Artificial Intelligence.

Once these secret Treaties are terminated and this action is widely publicly known, then awakening Earth humans can collectively activate Earth's positive timeline:

Please incorporate the following analysis into our Appeal of Decision:

Creating a Positive Future: Time Science Shows Our Earth is on a Positive Timeline in our Time Space Hologram
By Alfred Lambremont Webre*
“It's time science, not rocket science that Earth is on a positive timeline.”
Positive Future = Positive Timeline + Unity Consciousness

II. Commander in Chief Advisory

In addition to the above Appeal of Decision, we would like to seek Advisory Opinions of the Commander in Chief on the following important issues to Earth humanity:

1. Earth humanity representation on the Federation - As stated in my public presentations at the recent September 6-8, 2019 Barcelona Congress which our mutual friends Dale Harder and Gosia attended, "My insight is that fundamental positive transformation on our New Earth will take place when New Earth humanity is consciously and intentionally represented at the regional Galactic Governance Council [the "Federation"], so that New Earth can have direct access on policy proposals and petitions for redress for New Earth and New Earth humanity's progress and welfare in our dimensional ecology.

"To open the way for creation of this new position in Galactic governance, I ask your support for my initiative to be an Earth's Representative on the Regional Galactic Governance Council."

"My Platform as a representative of New Earth to the regional Galactic Governance Council [the "Federation"] includes:

Disclosure & Abrogation of Secret Extraterrestrial Treaties

Truth & Disclosure of Intelligent Omniverse Civilizations

Open and full interactive Universal rights, Petition and redress of Earth citizens with regional Galactic Governance Council

New Energy, Teleportation & Time Travel
Implementation of global teleportation

Recognition of Animals as sentient beings with rights

Secure Online Direct Democracy at the local, regional, national, and global level

Elimination [and/or Reinvention] of money, as a human right and public utility

Social guarantees in the form of gender equality, annual income, health care, and education

World Debt Forgiveness

Disenfranchisement of the state power of monarchies and religions worldwide

Criminalization of the war industry Criminal Prosecution and Conviction of War Crimes Racketeering Organization, Terrestrial and Extraterrestrial, Pedocriminals, and Restorative Justice for War Crimes Victims

Ban of DEW directed energy and neural control weapons.

**How will these suggested collective actions and policies for a positive future manifest along humanity’s positive timeline?**

The basic equation of a positive future suggests that these collective actions and policies (or variations of them to achieve essentially the same goals) will manifest out of the synergy of the positive timeline and humanity’s awakening to Unity consciousness.

The Positive Future equation reflects a new level of collective manifestation by humanity and its individuals, resulting from the synergistic
dynamics of the positive timeline and a humanity awakening to Unity consciousness.

Commander in Chief Swaruu, Here is a public initiative to open the conversation for Earth humanity [NOT Earth governments or Earth elites] to be represented on the Federation as is your Planet!

Support My Initiative to be Earth’s Representative on the Regional Galactic Governance Council [the "Federation"]
By Alfred Lambremont Webre, JD, MEd

Platform

Since the September 6-8, 2019 Barcelona Congress, we have received public messages of support from specific followers of our work with regard to our Initiative to open up the conversation on Earth humanity having a representative [not a government or elite] on the Federation.

2. Commander in Chief feedback requested on our Exopolitical research on other groups claiming to be part of the Federation? -

Over the years, we have monitored and been approached by other groups claiming to be an active part of the Federation and of Earth operations.

Because we have approached each of these ongoing encounters with rigor and within the law, we would very much appreciate the Commander in Chief's feedback as to how these efforts relate to the work of the Federation. Thank you!

A. 2010: Through Contactee Canadian NORAD Officer Stanley A. Fulham - ET Regional Galactic Governance Council: We will decloak our Spaceship fleet; Speak at the United Nations; and Renew the Earth's Ecology
B. "Andromeda Council" - through Contactee TOLEC

FROM TOLEC: **Alfred becoming - "an Earth representative to the regional Galactic Governance Council"**
Tolec@andromedacouncil.com via bounce.secureserver.net
Tue, Sep 17, 9:18 AM (3 days ago)

"Alfred,

Hi. I just read your recent post with a smile on my face... thinking back to our various interviews, and our first interview posted August 30, 2011, our subsequent interviews, about my various contacts & communications with my People on the Andromeda Council [which I now know is the common name for this governance council on this planet, Earth.], and all of the topics we've discussed over the years... which were truly ground-breaking at that time.

Also, as you may or may not be aware ~ I then reported in March 2014 that the Council is known on the primary Biosphere, the center of the all Council governance activities, the other biospheres, and throughout deep space by its member, multi-dimensional Ambassadors and Diplomats, it is formally known as the: "Galactic Council". Just more congruency of information.

And of course, I'm sure you also remember, that I told you that ~ YOU ~ [as a multi-discipline, leading, futurist, a forward thinking man], would be tabbed as the first "Head" of the Earth based "Joint Earth Council", as its lead regional Representative, [if you will: Mr. Ambassador]...

reporting to & liaising with it's Joint Earth Council counterpart on the Galactic Council as its lead regional representative, the top Ambassador
from planet Earth representing all of the Joint Earth Council members, and most important, the best interests of the people of planet Earth;

I'm amazed to recall this is now just over: 8 years ago.

Alfred, I'm also amazed at how much of what we discussed early-on in 2011 & 2012 [topics of: the expected earth changes & why these changes would happen, coming 4D & 5D transformation of this planet & its life forms, that there would be no "WWIII", the reality of the Draco, Orion & Sirius B Reptilians, the fact that they, when they hold an organic form, eat humans, preferably babies, why they do this] and more. Much more.

To now read today the Yahoo news report that:

"...futurist Alfred Lambremont Webre’s Initiative to be an Earth representative to the regional Galactic Governance Council, the governance body of advanced intelligent ethical upper dimensional civilizations charged with overseeing life-bearing planets in this sector of our Milky War Galaxy, and including the Pleiadians, the Alpha Centarauans, the Sirians and other civilizations."

SUMMARY
That people who have access across the globe using the internet as their primary information source ~ have gained a high interest in & discuss all of these topics ~ including the fact that we have a truly multi-dimensional universe full of highly intelligent & sentient life forms numbering at minimum in the hundreds of millions, both organic and higher [& other] dimensional... with the higher dimensional life forms far exceeding the organic ones;

Alfred, it is rewarding in some ways... that we have been vindicated in all that we learned, and openly discussed, in those relatively early years of 2011 & 2012. And all we continue to learn.

In closing ~
Much of my life in the past 4-5 years has been taken up by spending some considerable time with my now 88 year old earth Mother... who is very far down the dementia & Alzheimer's road. She's regressed considerably. It's been in many ways like watching a petulant child get younger, far less rational and far more confused.

Part of her process is that now she too is... seeing into the other dimensions... and quite frequently. Both last summer and this summer as I've spent time with her at our family home in the Northeast she's many times told me about her telepathic conversations with young women & man, who have children with them [her guides]. And that Mom once told me this Summer, in mid-August, in a very lucid, clear 20 minute conversation, that she, "...knew she was dying and would be going home soon." [to "Heaven"]

For me these years have been both highly challenging, frustrating, rewarding & poignant all at the same time. Dealing with Alzheimer's disease afflicted people... tries the totality of our human patience & capacity.

I've been told by my Council contact people that Mom will likely pass over in the Spring of 2020, sometime near her Pisces, March birthday. When she does I will wish her many blessings; and a new found peace in her journey.

Many blessing to you Alfred... as you continue the highly valuable work... you are giving for the sake... of ALL humanity on planet Earth.

kind regards,

--
"Toltec"
Andromeda [Galactic] Council
https://www.andromedacouncil.com/
Transformational Shift Events [global conferences]

SEDONA CLOSE ENCOUNTERS [monthly meetings]
https://www.transformationalshiftevents.com/SedonaCloseEncounters.html

YouTube: Transformational Shift Events
https://www.youtube.com/transformationalshiftevents

Sedona, Arizona
Tolec@andromedacouncil.com

Respectfully submitted to Commander in Chief Swaruu via our mutual friend Dale Harder this 20th Day of September, 2019,
Vancouver, BC, Canada

Signed/Alfred Lambremont Webre